Redica Insights for
Inspection Readiness
How Can Redica Help You Prep for Your Next
Inspection?
What if there was a way you could prepare for your next regulatory inspection? Imagine access to the latest enforcement data on 483
observations, profiles on inspectors, and a site’s inspection history. Well, imagine no more! With our Enforcement Analytics, quality
and compliance personnel now have access to actionable data intelligence to help you prepare for your next inspection.

Investigator: Justin Boyd
PREPARE YOUR OWN MANUFACTURING
FACILITIES, CMOS, AND CLINICAL TRIAL
VENDORS WITH THE LATEST INSPECTION DATA
INTELLIGENCE AND TRENDS FROM AROUND
THE GLOBE
We’ll help you search, analyze, and derive valuable
insight from over 4,000 FDA investigator profiles
and over 20 years of GxP-specific enforcement
trends so that you always know what to expect
from upcoming inspections.

Industry: Human Drugs
Inspection Reason:
For Cause

THE REDICA DIFFERENCE

At Redica, we create actionable data intelligence that empowers quality and
compliance teams.
Our Enforcement Analytics (EA) module addresses your deepest concerns
around inspection readiness, providing you the peace of mind to move your
business forward. Our database includes inspection history for sites, inspector
profiles, and much more.
We’ve built the largest dataset of inspection and enforcement documents in
the world. Then, we combined it with advanced machine intelligence delivered
to you via an intuitive and easy-to-use platform. We source our data through
thousands of unique Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests and agency
monitoring tools, and our proprietary machine learning models combine
industry expertise with modern data science approaches.
Learn more about how Redica Systems can help you prep for your next
inspection.

Enforcement Type: 483

A RESOURCE FOR INSPECTION READINESS
—Data on all FDA inspected and registered sites since 2000, with more than
350,000 sites and 800,000 inspections.
—20x more data than what has been released on FDA.gov—over 30,000 Form
483s, EIRs, Untitled Letters, MDSAP Reports, and 483Rs.
—All FDA issued Warning Letters since 2000.
—Inspection reason for inspections—including preapproval, routine, and forcause inspections.
—EMA GDMP inspections and enforcement since 2005.
—Health Canada GMP and GCP inspections and enforcement since 2012.
—MHRA GMP post-inspection reports since 2005.

Tailor insights to your specific compliance
and risk concerns
ONE SEARCH
We’ll help you search, analyze, and derive valuable insights from thousands
of global regulatory data points covering investigators, facilities, products,
organizations, and enforcement.

ORG PROFILES

BENCHMARKS AND TRENDS

Our Family Tree allows you to see all sites, including suppliers and outsourcing
facilities, associated with a particular organization in addition to inspection
history, 483 observations, and Warning Letter citations.

Use our intelligence and data to see the latest regulatory trends for the group
of investigators you are interested in.

SITE PROFILES

INSPECTOR PROFILES

Inspection data for thousands of global sites, including inspeciton history, 483
observations, and Warning Letters. Plus, our Family Tree allows you to see all
sites, including suppliers and outsourcing facilities, associated with a firm.

The latest intelligence on health authority inspectors—their 483 observations,
Warning Letter citations, co-inspectors, and more.

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION — REDICA.COM — 844-332-3320

